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Ý±³°¿®»�Ü»¬¿·´�±²�ÔÎÑ�¿²¼
Ù±±¹´»�Û¿®¬¸�Ù»±Û§» ×³¿¹»

Car compared to LEM/LRO/LRV images.
No vertical lines in GeoEye image…
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Î¿¼·¿¬·±²�±²�¬¸»�Ó±±²�¿²¼
Ü«®·²¹�¬¸»�Ì®·°

In this presentation, I have chosen not to spend too much
time on this, as it’s not something we can easily observe
easily for ourselves (as we can with the photo and video
record).
However, considering the levels of radiation on the moon,
where there is no atmosphere, the protection the
astronauts had does not seem adequate –compared to
what is used, for example for people working with an X
ray machine in a hospital –such as a lead apron.
The astronauts did not have leadlined clothing.
Others have noted the problem with travelling through the
Van Allen belts –zones of radiation outside the earth’s
magnetosphere.
However, Van Allen, who discovered them, then stated
that they must not have been as lethal as he thought –
because the Apollo astronauts had travelled to the moon
and back! i.e. it became a circular argument.
Also, radiation effects have been seen by the space
shuttle crews which are still within the magnetosphere –
only 125 miles above the earth.
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ÔÎÑ�Í»»�ÔÎÊÿ�ú�ÔÛÓ�º®±³�ß°±´´±�ïêÿ
Perhaps it
exploded and
burned to a
crisp? (Or is it
just me?)
Yep –the black
smudge is
meant to be
this:

¸¬¬°æññ©©©ò²¿¿ò¹±ªñ³··±²Á°¿¹»ñÔÎÑñ³«´¬·³»¼·¿ñ´®±·³¿¹»ñ´®±½sîðïððéðès¿°±´´±ïêò¸¬³´
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Ó±®»�Î±ª»®�Ø¿®¼©¿®»�Ð®±¾´»³

I was advised of the Operating Spec of the Lunar Rover…
The survival upper limit for the battery is 140F / 60C
This meant the Lunar rover could not have worked for very
long at all…
“In the day, the temperature of the Moon averages 107 C
(224F), although it rises as high as 123C (253C). “

¸¬¬°æññ©©©ò´°·ò«®¿ò»¼«ñ´«²¿®ñ¼±½«³»²¬ñÒÌÎÍñ½±´´»½¬·±²îñÒßÍßÁÌÓÁÈÁêêèïêò°¼º

¸¬¬°æññ©©©ò¿·ò±®¹ñ¿¼¾ñ³ñðíñðëñ¿ª»®¿¹»s¬»³°»®¿¬«®»ò¸¬³´
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Ô«²¿®�Î»½±²²¿·¿²½»�Ñ®¾·¬»®
øÔÎÑ÷�Ð¸±¬±�s î

¸¬¬°æññ©©©ò²¿¿ò¹±ªñ·³¿¹»ñ½±²¬»²¬ñíèííëï³¿·²Á¿°±´´±ïîÁ´¿¾»´Áº«´´ò¶°¹

There are several other photos of the alleged ApolloThere are several other photos of the alleged Apollo
landing sites.landing sites.
In this one Surveyor 3 (an earlier probe) isIn this one Surveyor 3 (an earlier probe) is whitewhite!!
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Ò»·´�ß®³¬®±²¹�s ï

On July 20th, 1994, the 25th Anniversary of the supposed
Moon Landings, Armstrong addressed the crowd and
said.

"Today we have with us a group of students,
among America's best. To you we say we have
only completed a beginning. We leave you much
that is undone. There are great ideas
undiscovered, breakthroughs available to those
who can remove one of the truth's protective
layers. There are places to go beyond belief...”

¸¬¬°æññ¬¸±³¿ò´±½ò¹±ªñ½¹·s¾·²ñ¯«»®§ñ¦á®ïðíæÛîðÖÇìsïïç
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ÔÛÓ�Ð´¿²�Ê·»©�s º®±³�Ñ®¾·¬

This is almost a plan view.
I have cut out the LEM, then reduced that
image to 25 x 25, then enlarged here:

¸¬¬°æññ©©©ò²¿¿·³¿¹»ò±®¹ñ´«²¿ñ»®ª´»¬ñ¼»¬¿·´ñ²¿¿ÒßÍ¢ë¢ë¢îïëïí¢ïîêíïéæÍ°·¼»®ssÑª»®sÌ¸»sÑ½»¿²

é�¨�é�°·¨»´

®»s»²´¿®¹»¼
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Ó·½¸¿»´�Ý±´´·²
øß°±´´±�ïï÷

In the press conference he said

“I don’t remember seeing any stars.”

In "Carrying The Fire" by Michael Collins, (Farrar, Straus
and Giroux, New York copyright by Michael Collins
1974) Collins says as he is getting ready to exit Gemini
10 for a spacewalk (page 221),
"My God, the stars are everywhere: above me on all sides, even
below me somewhat, down there next to that obscure horizon. The
stars are bright and they are steady. Of course I know that a star's
twinkle is created by the atmosphere, and I have seen twinkleless
stars before in a planetarium, but this is different, this is no
simulation, this is the best view of the universe that a human ever
had."
ß®»�©»�¬¸»®»º±®»�¬±�¾»´·»ª»�¬¸¿¬ô�º®±³�¬¸»�Ý±³³¿²¼

Ó±¼«´»ô�¸»�¿©�²±�¬¿®á
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Ð´¿²�Ê·»©ñÛ´»ª¿¬·±²�±º�ÔÛÓ

From 1 foot to the
other, it’s 31 feet = 9.5
metres (prior
calculation for Hubble
telescope used main
body only)
With 200 metres for
145 pixels, this would
reduce the LEM to
145/200 * 9.5.
This would be

7 x 7 pixels
across in the LRO
image.

¸¬¬°æññ©©©òº®·»²¼s°¿®¬²»®ò±®¹ñ°¿®¬²»®ñ³©¿¼»ñ¹®¿°¸·½ñ´ñ´³¾·¹ò¹·º
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Í¬¿²´»§�Õ«¾®·½µô�Þ¿®®§�Ô·²¼»²�¿²¼
¿�Í°¿½»�Ñ¼§»§

A very strange documentary called “Dark Side of the Moon”made in
2002 seems, initially, to present the evidence that Stanley Kubrick
was involved in making the hoax footage.
In 1968, Space Odyssey –a very expensive movie –was released,
showing incredible (for the time) effects and sets on the moon.
“Dark Side”states that Kubrick needed a very special type of
camera for the film “Barry Linden”(a historical drama) and only
NASA had one with the right optics.
In exchange for use of the camera, it is implied Kubrick worked for
NASA on the fake moon shot.
The film features intimate footage with General Haig, Donald
Rumsfeld and Henry Kissinger –seen laughing and joking.
At the end, many of the “whistleblowers”in the story are
“unmasked”as actors, or real people reading from a script…
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Ô«²¿®�Î»½±²²¿·¿²½»�Ñ®¾·¬»®�øÔÎÑ÷
Í»»�ß°±´´±�Ý®¿º¬�ñ�ÔÛÓ�±²�¬¸»�Ó±±²á

LRO was launched. The
objectives of the Lunar
Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO)
are to find safe landing sites for
future crewed missions, locate
potential resources, characterize
the radiation environment, and
demonstrate new technology.
LRO was launched on June 18,
2009, by an Atlas V from Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station. It
was one of two payloads carried
by the rocket, the other being
the Lunar Crater Observation
and Sensing Satellite
(LCROSS).
We will now try to establish if
the LEM can be CLEARLY
seen on the moon by LRO.

¸¬¬°æññ©©©ò¼¿ª·¼¼¿®´·²¹ò·²º±ñ»²½§½´±°»¼·¿ñÔñÔ«²¿®ÁÎ»½±²²¿·¿²½»ÁÑ®¾·¬»®ò¸¬³´
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Í¬¿²´»§�Õ«¾®·½µ�©·¬¸�¸·��Û§»�É·¼»
Í¸«¬� Þ»½¿«»�±º��Ì¸»�Í¸·²·²¹�á

The Shining (1980  some years after Apollo was “popular”) is
a disturbing (and somewhat perplexing) psychological thriller
about a man who goes mad when he looks after a hotel in the
mountains, during a long winter shutdown. It has nothing to
do with Apollo!
On his website, Jay Weidner provides a detailed discussion of
the film and notes a key scene
As Danny (Jack’s son in the story) stands up, the answer is
revealed in an instant. Danny is wearing a sweater with a
crudely sewn rocket pictured on the front. On the rocket clearly
seen on Danny's sweater are the words: APOLLO 11.
The audience watching the film literally sees the launch of
Apollo 11, right before their eyes, as Danny rises from the
floor. It isn't the real launch of Apollo 11, it is, of course, the
symbolic launching of Apollo 11. In other words  it isn't real.
Eyes Wide Shut –another dark Kubrick film which features
several scenes about Satanic Rituals in groups within High
Society  was released (at Kubrick’s insistence) on July
16 th 1999  exactly 30 years to the day that Apollo 11 was
launched.
Kubrick died on March 7, 1999 –apparently 4 days after the
final print of “Eyes Wide Shut”was delivered.
His films are said to be filled with much hidden meaning –or
should that be “disclosures”.
¸¬¬°æññ©©©ò¶¿§©»·¼²»®ò½±³ñÍ¸·²·²¹Í»½®»¬ò¸¬³´
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Hubble’s resolving power is quoted at 0.05 seconds hence the
resolving angle in degrees is:

(Call this B)
If Hubble’s resolution is as fine as 0.014 seconds of arc then the
resolving angle in degrees is:

(Call this C)
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ß¼¼·¬·±²¿´�Î»¿±²�º±®�¬¸»�Ø±¿¨

It was a great experiment in Social Engineering in the
USA –it built confidence in technology, for example and
probably contributed to people’s wider acceptance of it.
It was a great try out for using TV POWER to make
people believe a HUGE LIE.
The “high”created then can now be “played off”against
the “low”created now when people discover it was a
hoax –this is kind of a “consciousness energy
extraction”process.
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ÝßÒ�ÌØÛ�ØËÞÞÔÛ�ÌÛÔÛÍÝÑÐÛ�ÍÛÛ
ßÐÑÔÔÑ�ÝÎßÚÌ�ÑÒ�ÌØÛ�ÓÑÑÒá
The LEM is 4.2 meters across:
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Í±³»�Ï«»¬·±²�Ø¿®¼»®�¬±�ß²©»®�

There are probably a number of similar questions to the ones
below. We perhaps cannot answer these all –or answer them well
–however, any lack of definite answers does not affect the other
evidence we have seen here so far.
What about the role of “The Dish”in Australia? They relayed Apollo
Radio Communications from Space!

The TETR satellites were sent up as part of the early Apollo missions
–these simulated radio communications coming from Space.

What were all the people in Mission Control Actual Watching?
Perhaps they were watching a simulation –after all, the missions had
to be simulated before being done “for real”. How many people would
be able to tell the difference?

What about the Moon Rock?
Some people have noted how Von Braun set up a mission to collect
Meteorites from the Polar Regions. The idea is that these could be
passed off as moon rocks. (See Moon Rock Slide).
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Ì®¿½µ´»�Î±ª»®�Ð¸±¬±�

¸¬¬°æññ©©©ò¸¯ò²¿¿ò¹±ªñ±ºº·½»ñ°¿±ñØ·¬±®§ñ¿´¶ñ¿ïëñßÍïësèèsïïçðïØÎò¶°¹

¸¬¬°æññ©©©ò¸¯ò²¿¿ò¹±ªñ¿´¶ñ¿ïéñßÍïésïìðsîïíëìò¶°¹ ¸¬¬°æññ©©©ò¸¯ò²¿¿ò¹±ªñ¿´¶ñ¿ïéñßÍïésïíësîðëììò¶°¹
Ì®¿½µ�»»³�¬±�¾»�·²�¬¸»�©®±²¹�°´¿½»�

41
¸¬¬°æññ²»©ò¾¾½ò½±ò«µñïñ¸·ñèîîêðéëò¬³

ÞÞÝ�� Ì»´´·²¹�¬¸»�Ì®«¬¸áá
“Fake Dutch
'moon rock'
revealed”
This story
appeared in
August
2009…

(Not many
people took
notice… )
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Ì¸¿¬��Ú·®¬�Þ±±¬�°®·²¬�� Ø³³³�

Can we really be sure that this is a genuine photo of a foot print on
the moon –the material looks more like flour or cement here –the
lunar dust should not bind together like this –as there is no surface
moisture…
Was this really taken with a chestmounted camera?
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Ü·¼�¬¸»§�Ù±ô�¾«¬�«·²¹�Ü·ºº»®»²¬
Ì»½¸²±´±¹§á

If such secret space travel technology really does exist,
could they have used it to get there?
If what Bill Hamilton’s source told him, maybe it’s true.
Perhaps it’s related to what Gary McKinnon found… (i.e.
a spreadsheet file listing ship to ship transfers of “non
terrestrial officers”
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Ð¿°»®½´·°ô�Ê±²�Þ®¿«²�¿²¼�¬¸»
Î±½µ»¬�½±«´¼�²±¬�¾»�¾«·´¬�

The “Paperclip conspiracy”was revealed in the 1980’s and it was a
plan to “Import”Nazi rocket scientists into the US American Rocketry
programme following their work in the 2nd world war.
Was that a healthy pedigree??
One of the main scientists was Wernher von Braun.
“It is commonly believed that man will fly directly from the earth to the
moon, but to do this, we would require a vehicle of such gigantic
proportions that it would prove an economic impossibility. It would have
to develop sufficient speed to penetrate the atmosphere and overcome
the earth’s gravity and, having traveled all the way to the moon, it must
still have enough fuel to land safely and make the return trip to earth.
Furthermore, in order to give the expedition a margin of safety, we
would not use one ship alone, but a minimum of three … each rocket
ship would be taller than New York’s Empire State Building [almost ¼
mile high] and weigh about ten times the tonnage of the Queen Mary,
or some 800,000 tons.”(footage from “Apollo Zero”)

Wernher von Braun,
the father of the Apollo space program, writing in

“Conquest of the Moon”
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Ö±¸²�Ô»²¿®¼�É¿´±²��×³¿¹»

No clear answers as to what these show… . (Find various videos on
YouTube).
A series entitled “Far Above Space and Time”seems to show
structured craft in orbit –stationary…
(I have discussed more about this kind of hidden technology in
“The Case for Antigravity”.)
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×²¬®±¼«½¬·±²
We will look at likely motives for the fakery
We will look at

Some aspects of Apollo History
Photographic Evidence
What some of the Astronauts themselves have
said –during and after the Apollo missions
Evidence from Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter 
LRO

We will also ask questions such as “how they
could possibly have got away with it”.
Thanks to researchers:

Bart Sibrel
Jim Collier (deceased)
Bill Kaysing (deceased)
David Percy and Mary Bennett
Ralph Rene (deceased)
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Þ±±µñÊ·¼»±�É»¾·¬»
Dark Moon (Book) / What Happened on the Moon
(Video Documentary –David Percy and Mary Bennett 
www.aulis.com
NASA Mooned America (Book) –Ralph Rene
“A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to The Moon”
and “Astronauts Gone Wild” www.moonmovie.com
“Was it Only a Paper Moon?” www.thule.org
“Did We Go to the Moon?”–YouTube/Google Video
“Dark Side of the Moon” YouTube/Google Video
Apollo Zero (Video) –www.apollozero.com
“Moon Faker”–Jarrah White  YouTube

http://www.aulis.com
http://www.apollozero.com

